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Abstract
Currently, the customer's demands have expressively amplified their expectations of getting
software at a high‐quality level. However, the non‐functional requirements of the software
products attention have been expanded in both the academic and the industrial fields; so,
there is no framework for specifying andmeasuring such kinds of quality constraints for the
security requirements of software product quality. This paper presents an integrated
framework of the early specification andmeasurement of the functional and non‐functional
software security requirements. Such a measurement framework would help software and
systems engineers to improve product qualities whether the software has already been
delivered or has yet to be built. The main steps that have been followed include: identify,
specify and measure the software security requirements based on ISO/IEC SQuaRE series
of international standards for software product quality. A standard measurement frame-
work used to measure the functional size of the software product quality to develop a
functional size measurement of the functional and non‐functional security requirements is
described. As a result, a functional size measurement framework of the functional and non‐
functional security requirements (SPQNFSR) using international standards is proposed. An
automatic teller machine case study for the measurement of security requirements based on
perspectives of a software functional user requirements is presented. Finally, it is concluded
that it is essential to develop such a functional size measurement framework for functional
and non‐functional security requirements to support developers to face the challenges
derived from early dealing with such requirements.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Currently, software engineers are required to identify their
measures and implementations for all requirements of software
products. More specifically, software engineers are responsible
for identifying, specifying and measuring all different types
of software product requirements. This includes internal
and external security measures [1,2]. Specifying security
requirements early in the software process is a prime concern
for many software development organizations [1].

Many software products failed to deliver because of poorly
identified and measured requirements, including security
requirements. Software engineers have no consensual reference
model [3–6] that is built based on consolidated different indus-
trial views and on different types of international standards to

justify the need for such software requirements [4–8]. Accord-
ingly, the identification of security requirements, for example, is
delayed in the software process, hence they are specified vaguely.

Software security requirements show the essentials of soft-
ware components security in its environment to perform its
tasks correctly, accurately and completely within the specified
time. Besides, it directs the limitations of software security
associated with system security applications and software
security awareness, such as access auditability, access controlla-
bility and data corruption/prevention as well as data encryptions
[1]. It will help the system to guarantee software suitability and
availability for every task executed in such software products.

Software ‘functionalities fall under the concept of
functional user requirements (FURs) and refer to the set of
functions or services required from the software system,
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whereas constraints fall under the concept of non‐functional
requirements (NFRs). It should be noted that a number of
such constraints, while referred to as software‐NFRs by some
authors, are referred to as quality aspects by others’ [1].

The software quality requirements and evaluation
(SQuaRE) standards ISO/IEC 25010 [9] and ISO/IEC 25012
[10], as well as the software product quality ISO/IEC 25021
[11] standards, illustrate software security requirements and
their measures as part of the software functionality to define
the software product quality. Moreover, the capability of the
software product to protect information and data from
unauthorized persons.

The ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148 [12] outlines example might
be used to specify of security and privacy requirements
containing ‘access limitations to the system, such as existence
of log‐on procedures and passwords and of data protection
and recovery methods. This could include the factors that
would protect the system from accidental or malicious access,
use, modification, destruction or disclosure’.

The ISO/IEC/IEEE 12207 [13] defines security as the
‘protection of information and data so that unauthorized
persons or systems cannot read or modify them and authorized
persons or systems are not denied access to them’ and ISO/
IEC 25010 [9] defines the security as the ‘degree to which a
product or system protects information and data so that per-
sons or other products or systems have the degree of data
access appropriate to their types and levels of authorization’.

Precise security requirements could include essential
cryptographic techniques; to keep a specific log or history data
sets; assign certain functions to different modules; restrict
communications between some areas of the program and
check data integrity for critical variables.

Moreover, European standards (ECSS) series [14–16]
define security as the specifications, including related factors,
which might compromise sensitive information.

The different perspectives of these ISO international
standards and European standards, such as the (ECSS) series
of standards express into their contents general common view
regarding security; the security can be internal (within the same
software item) or external (in another software item). Although
the ECSS standards deals with security specific to the software‐
embedded system developed as part of a space project, the
proposed measurement method is applicable for non‐
embedded software security.

ISO/IEC 14143‐6:2012 [17] standardizes the basic con-
cepts and definitions of functional size measurement. Detailed
descriptions of various functional size measurement methods
are recently published as standards. For instance, common
software measurement international consortium (COSMIC)
ISO/IEC 19761 [18], NESMA ISO/IEC 24570 [19] and in-
ternational function point users group (IFPUG) ISO/IEC
20926 [20] Functional size measurement is used for many
purposes, for example, to help to estimate the effort of a
starting development project or measuring the actual produc-
tivity of a finished development endeavour.

The ISO/IEC 19761 (COSMIC standard) [18] defines the
principles, rules and a process for measuring a standard

functional size of a piece of software. ‘Functional size’ is a
measure of the ‘amount of functionality’ provided by the
software. The purpose of the measurement is to determine the
COSMIC (functional size of the security requirement of a
software application.

Despite the existence of several measures for software
security requirements, most of these measures are still built
based on personal views. They are still unsuccessfully
demonstrated in one requirement framework, which resulted in
having the security measures stated informally. Moreover, they
used the NFRs in a faulty context or stated in poorly tech-
niques. Consequently, such requirements' specifications cannot
be acceptable by software engineers or software project
managers to use them in the estimation context or on
benchmarking of software products.

The motivation of this work is to support software and
systems engineers with a way of using a reference framework
for early identification, specification and measurements of the
functional and NFRs for the security requirements. The results
of the proposed framework will be used in the future in an
estimation effort and benchmarking. The International Soft-
ware Benchmarking Group can use, that is, the measurement
results of the proposed reference framework.

The paper also reports the design of the measurement
method. To identify the functional size of the software product
quality based on international standards and using the
COSMIC standard as a free method to identify the functional
size of the software security independently of the software
languages, which avoids the weaknesses observed in the
product quality measures currently available.

The measurement scope is to identify separately all func-
tionality allocated to software security requirements as a piece
of the application.

Furthermore, the main contribution of this paper is the
proposed ‘reference measurement framework for security
requirements’ of the software product quality.

The measurement framework proposed in this paper; is
considered as a 'reference framework’ in the sense of an
‘etalon’ standard that is being used for the measurement of
product quality.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
related works. Section 3 presents to design a standards‐based
reference framework for measuring security requirements.
Section 4 presents the numerical assignment rules for func-
tional and non‐functional security. Section 5 presents the
evaluation of the proposed measures for security. Section 6
presents the proposed reference framework among software
etalon. Section 7 presents the automatic teller machine (ATM)
case study, and a conclusion is presented in section 8.

2 | RELATED WORK

This section presents the related works from previous studies
in the literature followed by the most recent methods and
techniques proposed up to date by the industry for the func-
tional size measurement.
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2.1 | Functional and non‐functional security
requirements

Recently, there are many published research studies on system
and software security issues at the level of functional and
NFRs, for instance, in Ref. [1,2] authors proposed a reference
model for system NFRs allocated to software security re-
quirements at diferent levels of details (software, system and
product levels). Followed by a reference model of security
requirements for early identification and measurement of
security awareness program [6] where a trade‐off model is
proposed for software requirements to balance between
security and usability issues [7].

Recently, a new security management framework for open‐
source software (OSS) projects [21] has referred to classes of
NFRs related to system confidentiality, integrity and availability
for OSS projects.

Yang et al. [22] proposed an approach for the anonymity of
roaming users. They defined an authentication function to
avoid the real‐time involvement of the home network control
centre when authenticating the roaming users. The results of
the security and performance analysis show that the proposed
scheme can provide the required security features while
providing a small authentication delay.

More recently, researchers in [23] proposed a model to
offer secure and user‐friendly authentication for a large num-
ber of identity‐based user authentication mechanisms for the
wireless mobile environment. Using many situations where a
user's private key and some other sensitive data can be exposed
if an attacker remotely or physically controls his/her mobile
device. Then they analysed the security requirements in prac-
tical applications.

Vistbakka et al. [24] proposed an integrated approach to
derive and formalize safety and security requirements system-
atically. To facilitate requirements elicitation, they proposed a
way to adapt and integrate traditional safety and security
analysis techniques that will formally specify and verify the
requirements.

The interplay between safety and security has been
addressed in Ref. [24] by proposing ‘an attack injection
framework, based on model‐implemented fault injection,
suitable for model‐based design’. The framework helps in
evaluating the impact of cybersecurity attacks on system safety
early in the development process. The results show that the
modelled security attacks could successfully influence system
safety by violating their defined safety requirements.

Consequently, Zhang et al. in [25] have analysed the in-
dustrial chain coordinating SaaS platform of security encryp-
tion configuration requirements of multi‐tenant business data
that takes corporate champion as the core. The platform data is
used in verification, authorization, configuration management,
key configuration management and hierarchical decryption
query of user's identity authentication. The results show that
corporate champion configuration can realize personalized
data encryption requirements of different alliances.

Setyoko et. al. [26] proposed a framework using ISO/IEC
15408 [27] for the security of a smart card that makes security

design. This research is consisting of three steps: first analysing
threats, second designing security objectives and then
designing functional security requirements. Threats assessment
and analysis in this research has resulted in 10 threats.

However, Hovorushchenko and Pavlova [28] proposed the
development method for the activity of ontology‐based intel-
ligent agent (OBIA) for evaluating the software requirements
specifications (SRS). OBIA evaluates the sufficiency of infor-
mation in the SRS for assessing the non‐functional software
features.

Recently, Maskani and El Houssaïni [29] followed a previous
work that presents a model for security requirements based on a
SysML extension. They presented a revision of this extension
based on those observations. Then, they applied the revised
extension to model the security requirements for a telemedicine
system. Followed by Kunakov [30] that analysed the techno-
logical process improvement utilizing the introduction of digital
technologies and information security requirements.

Ahanger et. al. in [31] analysed the ‘security requirements
related to IoT by exploring the existing experimental studies to
get an insight into the security requirements of the IoT’. The
results of the study exposed that security threats are one of the
main challenges for IoT, and it is essential, to mitigate them for
the success of this platform substantially.

Finally, Subburaj and Urban in [32] analysed the security
requirements for multi‐agent systems (MAS). They proposed
solutions to secure MAS and the use of formal methods to
specify security requirements. They proposed a security
requirements model of MAS early on in the development
process. Functional specifications of MAS are modelled along
with the non‐functional security requirements using the
Descartes‐Agent specification language.

Finally, ISO/IEC 19515 [33], expresses a technique for
systematizing the ‘counting of function points that is generally
consistent with the function point counting practices manual’
(IFPUG CPM) produced by the IFPUG.

The motivation of this research paper is to support
software engineers with a way of using a reference model for
early identification, specification, and measurements of the
functional and non‐functional security requirements.

This paper also reports the design measurement method to
identify the functional size of the software product quality
based on international standards and using COSMIC standard.
The main contribution of this paper is the proposal of a
reference framework of measuring the functional and non‐
functional security requirements for software product quality
(SPQNFSR).

2.2 | The international standard for software
functional size measurement: ISO/IEC 19761

The COSMIC functional size measurement method [17] is
supported by the COSMIC and is a recognized international
standard (ISO/IEC 19761). ‘In the measurement of functional
software size using COSMIC, the functional software
processes and their triggering events must be identified’ [18].
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The unit of measurement in this method is the data movement,
which is a base functional component that moves one or more
data attributes belonging to a single data group. ‘Data move-
ments can be of four types: Entry (E), Exit (X), Read (R) or
Write (W)’ [18].

The functional process is a primary component of a set of
user requirements triggered by one or more triggering events.
‘The triggering event is an event occurring outside the
boundary of the measured software and initiates one or more
functional processes’ [18]. The sub‐processes of each func-
tional process constitute sequences of events. See Figure 1 for
an illustration of the generic flow of data groups through
software from a functional perspective.

3 | DESIGN A REFERENCE
FRAMEWORK FOR MEASURING
SECURITY REQUIREMENTS

This section presents the design approach used to build this
reference measurement framework of software security
requirements early during the software development process.
In this section, four design methodology steps are used. These
design steps are recommended by Ref. [34] as follows:

Step 1: Purpose of measurement objectives for system or
software product

Step 2: Classification of software concepts to be measured
Step 3: Design or selection of the meta‐model throughout

the Identification and specification software entities, entity
types and entity relationship

Step 4: Numerical assignment rules for system or software
requirements

The proposed framework for measuring the security
requirements is built using entities (attributes); each entity type
is represented by two or more entities or attributes. The set of
entity types have built the meta‐model for the system from a
user point of views to produce a conceptual data model of
security information system.

3.1 | Purpose of measurement objectives for
software security requirements

This section presents the measurement objective of the secu-
rity requirements, followed by security measurement point of
view and the intended uses of the measurement results as
follows:

3.1.1 | Measurement objective of security
requirements

The main objective of this measurement is to measure the
functional and non‐functional security requirements as defined
in ECSS and international ISO standards and using the ISO/
IEC 19761 (COSMIC) as a measurement method.

3.1.2 | Measurement point of view for security

The measurement point of view in this paper measures the
security requirements from the software perspective view for
the functional and NFRs.

3.1.3 | Intended use of measurement results

The measurement of the functional security size (functional
and non‐functional) during the software process is intended to
be used for software cost estimation and to identify the
additional effort used in the absence of such NFRs.

3.2 | Classification of software security
requirement concepts to be measured

In this section, security requirements are classified based on
the consensual views on ISO international standards and
European standards, such as the ECSS series of standards as
follows: external and internal security requirements. The
software security entities to be measured used in the refer-
ence framework includes the functional and non‐functional
security requirements of the software product quality as
follows:

3.2.1 | External security entities to be measured

Security entities should be able to measure the following:

� Failing to prevent the leak of secure output information or
data; this includes one entity to measure: the entity name is
(Auditability Entity)

� Failing to prevent loss of relevant data or data corruption,
this includes one entity to measure: the entity name is
(Integrity Entity)

F I G U R E 1 Generic ISO/IEC 19761 model for functional size
measurements [18]
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� Failing to defend against illegal access or illegal operation;
this includes one entity to measure: the entity name is
(Confidentiality Entity)

3.2.2 | Internal security entities to be measured

These security entities should be able to measure a set of
attributes for assessing the capability of the software product
to avoid illegal access to the system and data, hence maintain
the confidentiality; this includes one entity to measure: the
entity name is Data Encryption Entity.

3.3 | Design or selection of the security
meta‐model

This section illustrates the security requirements' entities to be
measured into security requirements entity types and the
relationships among such entity types. Four candidate security
requirements entity types with their relationships are identified
to be used by system and software engineers to measure the
software security requirements. The practical specifications of
such security entity types are presented using the following
design template:

3.3.1 | Entity Type 1: External auditability

Entity type 1 is used to measure the external security
requirements for auditability

� Entity name: auditability
� The input is the user access to the software
� The output is the recorded user access in the software
� The process should identify the number of accesses that the

system recorded in the access history database for each user
access.

� An object of interest is user access
� Data sources are: user access and recorded access to/in the

software
� Data distention is access auditability
� Entity Type 1 is used to measure the functional size of the

access auditability.
� Entity relationship: many to many of #users access to

software with # of recorded user access in the
software

3.3.2 | Entity Type 2: External integrity

Entity type 2 is used to measure the external security
requirements for integrity.

� Entity name: integrity
� The input is the types of illegal operations as in the

specifications

� The output is the detected different types of illegal
operations

� The process should identify the detected types of different
illegal operations on the software compared with types of
illegal operations as in the specifications with the system

� An object of interest is an operation
� Data sources: are illegal operation type and detected illegal

operation type to/in the software
� Data distention is access controllability
� Entity Type 2 is used to measure the functional size of the

access controllability
� Entity relationship: many to many of # user control of

illegal operation as defined in the specification with the
detected # of illegal operation on the software

3.3.3 | Entity Type 3: External confidentiality

Entity Type 3 is used to measure the external security
requirements for confidentiality

� Entity name: confidentiality
� The input is the frequency of data corrupted events to the

software
� The output is the occurred major and minor data corrupted

in the software
� The process should identify the occurrences of major and

minor data corruption events in the software with the
frequency of data corrupted events to the software

� An object of interest is data
� Data sources are: frequently of data corrupted and major

and minor data corruption events to/in the software
� Data distention is data corruption/prevention
� Entity type 3 is used to measure the functional size of data

corruption/prevention
� Entity relationship: many to many of detection of the data

corruption in the software

3.3.4 | Entity Type 4: Internal data encryption

Entity type 4 is used to measure the internal security
requirements for data encryption

� Entity name: data encryption
� The input is the required encryptable/decryptable data

items to the software
� The output is the encryptable/decryptable data items in the

software
� The process should identify the number of the encrypt-

able/decryptable data items with the required encryptable/
decryptable data items to/in the software

� An object of interest is data
� Data sources are required encryptable/decryptable data

items with actual encryptable/decryptable data items to/in
the software

� Data distention is data encryption
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� Entity type 4 is used to measure the functional size of the
data encryption

� Entity relationship: many to many of required encrypt-
able/decryptable data items to software with actual
encryptable/decryptable data items in the software

3.4 | The meta‐model of functional security
requirements

The section presents the meta‐model of the functional
security requirements, which is built based on the previous
sections of the identified and specified of the four entity
types and their relationships mapping with ISO/IEC
19761.

Figure 2 illustrates the meta‐model of functional security
requirements. The meta‐model combines the security re-
quirements as defined on different standards and the func-
tional size measurement method listed in ISO/IEC 19761 in
order to measure the functional security size as a piece of the
software product.

3.5 | The meta‐model of software non‐
functional security requirements

Figure 3 illustrates the meta‐model of non‐functional security
requirements. This figure combines the security NFRs as
defined on different standards and the functional size
measurement method listed in ISO/IEC 19761 in order to
measure the security non‐functional size as piece of the
software product.

4 | NUMERICAL ASSIGNMENT RULES
FOR FUNCTIONAL AND NON‐
FUNCTIONAL SECURITY

This section presents a numerical assignment rules for the
proposed meta‐models and the characterization of the
concepts illustrated in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
Numerical assignment rules can be described through a
descriptive text (a practitioner's description) or mathematical
expressions (a formal theoretical viewpoint), in this paper
we used the descriptive text and numerical assignment rules.

The extension of the software functional security to soft-
ware non‐functional security requirements is used to build
mathematical assignments rules based on mathematical ex-
pressions. The numerical assignment rules are added to the
auditability, integrity, confidentiality and data encryption/
decryption entities.

4.1 | Security measurement procedure

The functional size measurement procedures have been
developed by applying the ISO/IEC 19761 (COSMIC)
method. A subset of these measurement procedures is centred
on the measurement of the functional size. From their
conceptual meta‐models in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

ISO/IEC 19761 gives for software and systems engineers
the ability to measure the functional requirements of the
software or part of it, using the FURs perspectives. The
fundamental technique for the FUR is the functional process
for the software component(s) by implementing an indepen-
dent data movement types for each component.

F I G U R E 2 A standards‐based functional security meta‐model
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ISO/IEC 19761 offers four different types of these data
movement as follows: Entry (E), Exit (X), Read (R) or Write
(W). Each movement from the four types can be measured by
a standard unit called COSMIC Function Point (CFP). One
CFP means there is a one data movement in which represent a
functional size measurement of each counted data movement
types.

4.2 | Identification of data groups

The identification of data groups in this section is used to list
the relationship between the data source and destination.
Among these relations, there is a set of the object of interest
for the type of movements used for the validity when they
build the numerical assignment rules using these types of
interest, for more details, See‐Table 1.

Table 1 illustrates these data groups to be used later by
sizing the functional and non‐functional security as candidate
input for estimation and benchmarking in the future
purposes.

4.3 | Functional size measurement of the
functional security requirements

This section presents an instantiation case of the
functional size measure (FSM) for security. The functional

security perspective according to ISO/IEC 19761 is
presented in Figure 2. Using the identification of the
functional processes and data movements for functional
security requirements for one‐process data movements be-
tween the source and destination for more detail see
Table 2.

Concerning the reference framework, the security func-
tional size (internally and externally) equals 20 CFP for one
functional process and considered the data and accesses
observed during the security process based on Figure 2 and
Table 3.

4.3.1 | The functional size measurement for
external functional security for one process is

The functional access auditability (AA) can be measured using
Equation (1):

FðAAÞ
¼∑ðData Movement of Data Groups for AAÞ
¼ 1 E þ 1 Rþ 1W þ 1 X
¼ 4 CFP if the access are recordedd by the system

ð1Þ

The functional access controllability (AC) can be measured
using Equation (2):

F I G U R E 3 A standards‐based non‐functional security meta‐model
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FðACÞ

¼∑ðData Movement of Data Groups for ACÞ

¼ 1 E þ 2 Rþ 2W þ 1 X

¼ 6 CFP if the access are detected of illegal operations

ð2Þ

The functional integrity (DC/P) can be measured using
Equation (3):

F
�
DC
.
P
�

¼∑
�
Data Movement of Data Groups for

�
DC
.
P
�

¼ 1 E þ 2 Rþ 2W þ 1 X
¼ 6 CFP if the access for occurrences of

major
.
minor data corruption events

ð3Þ

The total FSM measure for external security can be
measured using Equation (4):

TA B L E 1 Security data sources and data destinations

Data sources Data destinations Objects of interest

User access to the software Access auditability Access user

Recorded user access in the software Access user

Types of illegal operations as in the specifications Confidentiality Operation

Detected different types of illegal operations Operation

Frequently of data corrupted events Data integrity Data

The occurred major and minor data corrupted Data

Software data items requiring data encryption/decryption Data encryption/decryption Data

Encryptable/decryptable data items required by the user/another software and devised
engineered

Data

TA B L E 2 The functional size measurement for functional security for one instantiation case

Functional
processes Data movement description

Data movement
type

COSMIC Function
Point

Access auditability Entry when the user access to the software E 1

Read and write when the user access to the software by evaluating the number of
accesses that the system recorded in the history database

R & W 2

Exit by recorded user access in the software X 1

Confidentiality Entry by the user all types of illegal operations as in the specification. E 1

Read and write by the user all types of illegal operations as in the specification. R&W 2

Read and write by the user the detected illegal operations R&W 2

Exit by the user when the detected different types of illegal operations X 1

Integrity Entry by the user the frequently of data corrupted/prevention events E 1

Read and write by the user the frequently of data corrupted/prevention events R & W 2

Read and write by the user the occurrence major and minor data corruption events R & W 2

Exit user from major and minor data corruption events X 1

Data encryption Entry when the user requiring data encryption/decryption E 1

Read and write by the user the data encryption/decryption R & W 2

Exit by the user from the encryptable/decryptable data items X 1

Total COSMIC 20 CFP
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FðExt:SecÞ ¼ n ∗ ∑
�

AA þ AC þ
DC
P

�

¼ 4þ 6þ 6→ 16 CFP
ð4Þ

4.3.2 | The functional size measurement for
internal functional security for one process

The functional data encryption (DE) can be measured using
Equation (5):

F
�
DE
�

¼∑
�
Data Movement of Data Groups for

�
DE
�

¼ 1 E þ 1 Rþ 1W þ 1 X

¼ 4 CFP if the DE are recorded by the system ð5Þ

4.3.3 | Functional size measurement for (internal
& external) functional security for one process

The functional size measurement for external and internal
security for one functional process, can be measured using
Equation (6):

FðTot:SecÞ ¼∑ððExt:SecÞ þ DE Þ
¼ 16þ 4
→ 20 CFP; For one functional process

ð6Þ

4.3.4 | The total functional size of the security
[for all‐functional processes]

The functional size measurement for external and internal
security for multi‐functional processes, can be measured using
Equation (7):

TA B L E 3 Analysis of FSM results for functional security

NO Functional Processes Description

Number of Data
Movements

CFPE X R W

1 Access auditability 1 1 1 1 4

2 Access controllability 1 1 2 2 6

3 Data corruption/prevention 1 1 2 2 6

4 Data encryption 1 1 1 1 4

4 Functional processes 5 5 8 8 20

Abbreviations: CFP, COSMIC Function Point; FSM, functional size measure.

FðTot:SecÞ ¼ n ∗ ∑ððExt:SecÞ þ n � DE Þ ð7Þ

n : number of functional processes for the security

4.3.5 | The analysis of measurement results of
security

The analysis of measurement results for external and internal
functional security is depicted in Table 3.

4.4 | Functional size measurement for the
non‐functional security for an instantiation
case

This section presents an instantiation case of the non‐func-
tional measurement size (FSM) for the security as a functional
requirements perspective. According to ISO/IEC 19761 in
Figure 3 and based on the same instantiation case in the pre-
vious section 3.

The non‐functional security can be computed based on
findings in Figure 3 that is built in Figure 2 and the pro-
posed measures in ISO/IEC 25010 (SQuaRE) as follows:

4.4.1 | External non‐functional security
requirements measures

The functional size of non‐functional access auditability (AA)
can be measured using Equation (8):

NFðAAÞ ¼∑
�
A1
B1

�

ð8Þ

A1: User Access to the Software.
B1: Recorded User Access in the Software.
AA: It is the results of the number of user access divided by

the number of users recorded in the software.
The functional size of non‐functional confidentiality/

access controllability (AC) can be measured using
Equation (9):

NFðACÞ ¼∑
�
A2
B2

�

ð9Þ

A2: User Types of illegal operations as in the specification.
B2: Detected different types of illegal operations.
AC: is the results of the number Types of illegal operations

as in the specification divided by the number of Detected
different types of illegal operations.

The functional size of non‐functional data corruption/
prevention (DC/P) can be measured using Equation (10):
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NFðDC=PÞ ¼∑
�
A3
B3

�

ð10Þ

A3: Frequently of Data Corrupted Events by USER
B3: Major and Minor data corruption event occurred.
DC/P is the results of the Frequently of Data Corrupted

Events by USER divided by the Major and Minor data cor-
ruption event occurred.

4.4.2 | Internal non‐functional security
requirements measures

The functional size of non‐functional data encryption (DE)
can be measured using Equation (11):

NFðDEÞ ¼∑
�
A4
B4

�

ð11Þ

A4: number of Items requiring data encryption/decryption
by USER

B4: Actual Number of Encryptable/decryptable data items
in the system.

DE: is the results of the number of Items requiring data
encryption/decryption by USER divided by the Actual Num-
ber of Encryptable/decryptable data items in the system.

4.4.3 | External and internal non‐functional
security requirements measures

This section illustrates the total non‐functional security for
external non‐functional security and internal non‐functional
security for Equations (8)–(11), and can be measured using
Equation (12) for one functional process and Equation (13) for
multi‐functional processes.

NF
�
Tot:Sec

�
¼∑

��
NF
�
AA
�
þ NF

�
AC
�

þNF
�
DC
.
P
�
þNF

�
DE
��

ð12Þ

for one functional process for nonfunctional security

NFðTot:SecÞ ¼∑ðn ∗ NFðAAÞ þ n ∗ NFðACÞ þ n
� NFðDC=PÞ þ n
� NFðDEÞÞ

ð13Þ

n : number of functional processes for the non

� functional security

These values are mapping with ISO/IEC 19761 strategies
and procedure of the functional size measurements using the
elementary data movements in this standard and sizing by
ISO/IEC 19761 unit, which is CFP as defined in Figure 3 for
the validity of these results.

5 | EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED
MEASURES FOR SECURITY
REQUIREMENTS

The proposed measurements for software functional and non‐
functional security in this paper are identified separately based
on all functionality allocated to software security as a piece of
the application in the requirements, whether it has yet to be
built or it has already been delivered.

The proposed measurement method is based on the con-
cepts of a functional size, which are the core of the ISO/IEC
14143‐1 and ISO/IEC 19761 standards. The security mea-
surement method proposed in this document avoids a number
of the weaknesses of different security measures found in the
literature by using, as a foundation, a standard method for size
measurement, that is, ISO/IEC 19761.

The measurement unit is defined in the proposed
measurement of the security with CFP. The generic measure-
ment frameworks for security is built based on the analysis of
the content of the ISO/IEC 25021 and ECSS series of
standards.

6 | THE PROPOSED REFERENCE
FRAMEWORK AMONG SOFTWARE
ETALON

In software engineering, concepts of units and etalons have
seldom been used, and this is a symptom of the immaturity of
the software measures themselves. With regards of the method
of designing an etalon aligned with ISO/IEC 14143, the
proposed frameworks in this paper are considered as a refer-
ence framework for measuring the functional size of the se-
curity requirements for the following reasons:

� The definitions and the interpretation of the security
requirements are taken from the definitions of security
requirements in the European ECSS and international ISO
standards. This could be considered as primary material that
measures the proposed security requirements as a generic
security measures

� A design measurement method used in this paper, including
four steps, according to [34] these steps ensure that
measurements are performed consistently, a baseline is
established as a primary reference

� Using ISO/IEC 19761 standard method to identify the
functional size measurement of the security requirements
and provide measurement units

� The calibration between steps 1, 2 and 3; the requirements
of the proposed security measurement framework, this is
equivalent to a measurement instrument or the reference
material concerning software etalon

The proposed ‘reference measurement framework’ of
security requirements concerning standards etalon offers:

� Security measures, both internally and externally, based on
the number of functional processes
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� A reference framework that provides a measurement
method for each type of security requirements, for example,
the measurement of the access auditability, confidentiality,
integrity and data encryption/decryption

� Defined interrelations between the internal and external
measurements, for example, each process between the
internal and external security measurements

� Defined functional size measurements for the software
security requirements for all‐functional processes (internally
and externally)

� Clear traceability of security functional size measures (both
internally and externally measures)

� Controlled and repeatable measurement results
� Defined measurement unit

7 | ATM CASE STUDY

AnATM is an automatic banking device that allows clients to do
their simple transactions deprived of the assistance of a branch
representative or bank clerk. Any clients within a credit card or
debit card can access the utmost ATMs. ATMs are useful,
permitting clients to complete quick, self‐serve transactions
from ordinary banking such as 'deposits and withdrawals to
more complex transactions such as bill payments and transfers".

This ATM case study illustrates a process for verification
of the proposed framework of the functional and non‐
functional security using the software specifications of the
ATM machine. The ATM is improved to serve bank customers
for financial services. Several suggested requirements specifi-
cations are chosen in this case study.

7.1 | ATM specifications

This section presents the security requirements for an ATM
using a proposed framework. The ATM is a system that helps
customers to access their accounts and make numerous trans-
actions such as get cash from the account, add deposits through
the ATM, funds transfers or account information inquiries.

In this case study, the subsequent assumptions are made:
The ATM assists one bank customer at a time. Each customer
is requested to insert his/her bank card into the machine as
identification. Next, the ATM asks the customer to enter his/
her personal identification number (PIN) on the keypad.

The ATM confirms that the PIN entered matches the one
encrypted on the card. Once verified, the customer can access
the account to perform the desired transaction. Otherwise, the
system displays the appropriate message to explain the denial
of access. Figure 4 presents the instantiation block diagram for
the ATM system in this example.

7.2 | ATM security specifications

The ATM security specifications in [35–37] define three types
of planes: (1) user, (2) control and (3) management planes.

Each plane has many protocol layers: (1) physical, (2) ATM and
(3) ATM adaptation layers.

The following security service areas for the above planes
are defined: data confidentiality, integrity, and authentication, as
well as data, access control. These services are supported in
point‐to‐point and point‐to‐multipoint connections for the
virtual connection and path virtual connections or both of
them.

More specifically, the methodology steps used by Ref. [35]
are as follows:

� ‘User plane authentication’ controls the connection at the
beginning

� ‘User plane confidentiality’ affords cryptographic
mechanisms to protect the user data on a virtual channel
from unauthorized disclosure

� ‘User plane data integrity’ provides a technique that permits
for detection of ‘a modification data values or sequences of
data values, even in the presence of malicious modification
threats’.

� ‘Access control data’ needs mechanisms to carry out the
access control data during connection establishments and
some security techniques within ATM components

� ‘Control plane Authentication and Integrity’ is the ATM
security services to binds the ATM message to its source.

7.3 | ATM security specifications within a
reference security framework

In this section, the ATM Security ought to postulate mecha-
nisms for user access control, data authentication for the user,
data integrity and confidentiality for the user plane.

For more details, see Table 4. Table 4 illustrates the map-
ping between ATM security specifications and a proposed
block diagram for the ATM system [35–37].

F I G U R E 4 Block diagram for ATM machine system
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Table 5 presents the measurement of system security
requirements of the ATM using the reference framework; there
are 11 security activity for ATM. These are identified, and they
are presented in column #1, The functional and non‐
functional security in column #2 and the measurements of the
functional and non‐functional security in column #3. For each
identified functional process. The description of the measured
resource represents a data security group, which is moved by a
one data movement type. Each data movement type that
moves one data security group is measured as one CFP.

For instance, this section illustrates how ATM system re-
quirements can be allocated to the security software functions
in the proposed framework. The measurement of the data
movements using COSMIC in the eight functions presented
for the ATM system. And the mapping with the ATM user and
Control planes services. According to COSMIC ISO/IEC

19761, the total functional size measurements for the data
movements within the functional processes group is 41 CFP.

7.4 | Summary of results

The proposed reference framework of software security
requirements is experimented only using the requirements
specifications of the withdrawal process for an ATM system.
The methodology used in this experiment is built based on the
identified FURs (user perspectives) to identify the functional
and non‐functional security processes. As well as to measure
the functional size measurement of the identified security
functional and non‐functional processes independently of the
languages used to develop such a product. The following
measures have a unified measurement unit (CFP).

TA B L E 4 The mapping between ATM security specification and ATM Block diagram

Security activity
for ATM

ATM security specifications in the real‐world
A reference measurement framework for
security requirements

ATM security
plane

ATM security
protocol
layers ATM security process

Functional security
measures using
Figure 2

Non‐functional
security measures
using Figure 3

Waiting to insert to
card

Insert the card User plane
authentication

ATM security
layer

Establish virtual channel connections Access auditability (AA) ¼ A1/B1

Waiting to enter the
PIN

User plane
authentication

ATM security
layer

Establish virtual path connections Access controllability (AC) ¼ A2/B2

Enter the PIN User plane
confidentiality

ATM physical
layer

Use cryptographic mechanisms Data encryption (DE) ¼ A4/B4

Waiting to check
PIN

User plane data
integrity

ATM physical
layer

Use a mechanism that allows for
the detection of data values

Data corruption and/
or prevention

(DC/P) ¼ A3/B3

Incorrect PIN:
Eject the card

User plane data
integrity

ATM
adaptation
layer

Use a mechanism that allows
for modification of data values

Data corruption and/
or prevention

(DC/P) ¼ A3/B3

Correct PIN User plane access
control

ATM
adaptation
layer

Use a mechanism for transport access
control for information via channels

Access controllability (AC) ¼ A2/B2

Waiting to enter
amount

User plane access
control

ATM
adaptation
layer

Use another mechanism within ATM
components to determine whether access
to the connection should be granted.

Access controllability (AC) ¼ A2/B2

Verify balance Control plane
authentication
and integrity

ATM
adaptation
layer

ATM signalling message to its source Data corruption and/
or prevention

(DC/P) ¼ A3/B3

Insufficient balance
found: Eject the
card

Control plane
authentication
and integrity

ATM
adaptation
layer

ATM signalling message to its source Data corruption and/
or prevention

(DC/P) ¼ A3/B3

Sufficient balance
found in the
card

Control plane
authentication
and integrity

ATM
adaptation
layer

ATM signalling message to its source Data corruption and/
or prevention

(DC/P) ¼ A3/B3

Get cash Control plane
authentication
and integrity

ATM
adaptation
layer

ATM signalling message to its source Data corruption and/
or prevention

(DC/P) ¼ A3/B3
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The total functional size measurement for this instantiation
is equal to 41 CFP. More specifically, 30 out of 41 is the
measurement results of the functional processes and 11 out of
41 is the measurement results of NFRs.

In this instantiation example for the suggested ATM
block diagram, the measurement results for the functional
and NFRs appear that almost half of the measurement re-
sults are for the data corruption/prevention requirements
(DC/P). These means DC/P requirements consume more
effort from developers, and they will take more cost than
other security requirements. This followed by Access
controllability requirements with 11 out of 41, and finally,
the access auditability (AA) and data encryption (DC) each
have 5 out of 41. In all cases, this size number can be used
in the future with cost estimation models or for software
benchmarking.

7.5 | Practical implications in very small
entities

Software quality becomes of the matter of concerns; The ISO
29110 series [38,39] is developed with explicit purposes to
improve ‘product, service quality, and process performance of
the software product quality for the very small entities (VSEs)
within the system and software life cycle’ [40–41].

In ISO 29110‐3 [38] describes in their contexts; the
assessment process guiding principle and ‘compliance
requirements’ desired for the defined VSEs profiles as well as it
is concluded information for developers about assessment
methods and tools.

The proposed reference framework of software security
can be simply used by developers or even skilled persons in the
small companies. The proposed reference model can influence
the ISO 29110‐3 [38] for those who have direct relations with
the assessment process on the VSE profile and need guidance
on certifying that the security requirements for performing an
assessment have been met. However, the proposed and
reference security model can be adopting by ISO 29110‐5 [39]
at management delivery guideline for the product profile (i.e.
provide set of security services delivered to customers).
Applying this proposed approach in VSE profiles need
additional research work and efficiency studies is required.

8 | CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper introduced a new design security measure for both
functional and NFRs as well as internally and externally. A
generic functional size framework for security requirements
using COSMIC ISO/IEC 19761 standard has also been
defined independently of the software type or languages.

TA B L E 5 COSMIC size measurement of security requirements allocated to software in the ATM example for one data movement

Security activity for
ATM (#1)

A reference measurement
framework for security
requirements (# 2) Data movements identified (#3)

Functional security
process‐based
Figure 2

Non‐functional
security process‐
based Figure 3

Functional security measures
Non‐functional security
measures

Total size
in CFPE X R W Size in CFP E X R W Size in CFP

Insert the card Access auditability (AA) ¼ A1/B1 1 1 1 1 4 A1 B1 AA ¼ 1 5

Waiting to enter the PIN Access controllability (AC) ¼ A2/B2 1 1 1 1 4 A2 B2 AC ¼ 1 5

Enter the PIN Data encryption (DE) ¼ A4/B4 1 1 1 1 4 A4 B4 DE ¼ 1 5

Waiting to check PIN Data corruption and/
or prevention

(DC/P) ¼ A3/B3 1 1 1 1 4 A3 B3 DC/p ¼ 1 5

Incorrect PIN: Eject the
card

Data corruption and/
or prevention

(DC/P) ¼ A3/B3 1 1 2 A3 B3 DC/p ¼ 1 3

Correct PIN Access controllability (AC) ¼ A2/B2 1 1 2 A2 B2 AC ¼ 1 3

Waiting to enter amount Access controllability (AC) ¼ A2/B2 1 1 2 A2 B2 AC ¼ 1 3

Verify balance Data corruption and/
or prevention

(DC/P) ¼ A3/B3 1 1 2 A3 B3 DC/p ¼ 1 3

Insufficient balance
Found: Eject the card

Data corruption and/
or prevention

(DC/P) ¼ A3/B3 1 1 2 A3 B3 DC/p ¼ 1 3

Sufficient balance found
in the card

Data corruption and/
or prevention

(DC/P) ¼ A3/B3 1 1 2 A3 B3 DC/p ¼ 1 3

Get cash Data corruption and/
or prevention

(DC/P) ¼ A3/B3 1 1 2 A3 B3 DC/p ¼ 1 3

30 11 41 CFP

Abbreviation: CFP, COSMIC Function Point.
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Moreover, the design of the measurement method specifies
the strategy of the measurement rules to perform the mapping
between the concepts of COSMIC and the generic security
meta‐models and rules to identify the data movements and to
perform the measurements.

It is important to remark that the proposed measurement
procedure for software security requirements has been devel-
oped to apply the COSMIC measurement method, to obtain
the functional size of the security as a separate piece of soft-
ware in the early stages of the software development process.

The proposed generic framework is described as a method
of design Etalon standards. Or as the security generic frame-
work for measuring the functional size for security
requirements with the Etalon contents and methodology.

The ATM case study is illustrative of how our proposed
approach is applicable in a relatively simple context: this
corresponds more or less to a ‘proof of concept’.

Future research is indeed needed to investigate its
scalability to VSE profiles contexts. Of course, for such VSE
profiles, organizations dedicate much more resources as well
and have more resources to use this proposed approach.

The advantages and the limitations of the generic frame-
works also stated at the sections of the paper as future work to
enhance the proposed generic frameworks and applicable to
use it in the industry.
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